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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, we study the resultants of polynomials which are the determinants 
of polynomial matrices, and we show that the determinant of a group matrix can be 
expressed in terms of an iterated resultant of a system of polynomials in several 
variables which are explicitly given in terms of first row entries. We also show how to 
obtain the block triangulation of block group matrices over a finite field. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let R be a commutative ring with identity, and let G be a finite abelian 
group of order n. Let ga=O,g, ,..., g n _ i be its elements in a fixed order. An 
n x n block matrix A = [Aii]oGi,i.,fi of h X h blocks Aii over R is a block group 
matrix of G provided Ai = A, whenever g i - g i = g I - g k. For convenience, 
throughout this paper, we let the indices start from 0. If h = 1, then A is 
simply called a group matrix. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that G = @“, _ i<, where Zn. 
are cyclic groups of integers modulo nm and n = nI * * - ns. Let its elements be 
arranged in lexicographical order as follows: Each i, 0 =G i <n - 1, can be 
represented uniquely in the form 
. . 
i=z,+z,n,+.*. +tsn,*..ns_,. (*I 
where ia E q, (Y = 1,. . . ,s. Let q(i) = (ii,. . . ,is) E @“,_,Zn,. Then 
cp(O), . . ., cp(n - 1) is the lexicographical ordering of @L=,Z,. 
Since all other orderings correspond to block permutations, there is little 
point in considering other orderings, as far as determinants and eigenvalues 
go. We would like to emphasize that the lexicographical ordering is the key 
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to all of direct product theory (see [ 13,141 for examples). If s = 1, then X is 
the usual block circulunt or block cyclic matrix. In general, a block s-cyclic 
matrix is a block cyclic matrix in which all blocks are block (s - 1)-cyclic. It 
follows at once that a block group matrix of @,= rZ,,= with the lexicographi- 
cal ordering is a block s-cyclic matrix. Hence without loss of generality, the 
study of block group matrices is equivalent to the study of block s-cyclic 
matrices. 
Let A be a cyclic matrix of order n, with first row [a,, . . . , a,_ J, and let 
p(h)=a,+a,h+*** +u”_,h”-1. The following is a classical result of cyclic 
matrices [6, p. 4121. 
THEOREM 1.1. 
IAl=R(p(A),X”-l), 
where R( f,g) is the well-known Sylvester resultant of the polynomials f 
and g. 
The main purpose of this paper is to extend Theorem 1.1 to group 
matrices. 
Recently, we studied the general properties of group matrices in [13]. 
Among other things, we proved the following result, which we now state in 
terms of block s-cyclic matrices and prove more simply, because it is the key 
to many arguments in this paper. For any positive m, let SJ2, be a (0,l) matrix 
of order m whose (i, j) entry is equal to 1 if and only if i #m and j = i + 1 or 
i=m and j=l. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let X be a block s-cyclic matrix with first row 
[X,, * * * , X,,_ J, Xi E Iw,, with block oders n,, a = 1,. . . , s. Then 
n-1 
x= x (qp.. . @qpxi, 
i=o 
where &EZ, and i=i,+... +i,n,***n,_, as in (*). 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let fO(X,, . . . ,A,) ER[A,,. . . ,AJ, f,(A,) E !F?[A,] for (Y = 
1 ,...,s, where X i, . . . ,A, are s indeterminants. We define a sequence 
%a(&+,,..., A,) for (~=l,..., s as follows. Let ‘?&(h,,. . .,A,)=f,. For (Y= 
1 ,..., s, let C&(X,+, ,..., A,)=R(?R,_,, f,), which is the resultant of %a_l 
and fm by eliminating a. Let ‘%( fo,fi, . . . ,f,) = Ci$ be the sth iterated 
resultant of fO, . . . , f,. 
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THEOREM 1.4. Let X, etc., be as in Theorem 1.2. Let 
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n-l s 
P(h l,...,As)= x n A$ xi, 
i=O ( 1 a=1 
where iaEZn. and i=i,+-.. +isn,.--n,_l as in (*). Then 
IXl=%(IP(h, ,..., xJ,h;l-l,...) X2-1). 
However, for the Kronecker product of block cyclic matrices, the s- 
iterated resultant can be reduced to the usual resultant as follows. 
THEOREM 1.5. For a=1 , . . . ,s, let em(A) E &,[A] be of degree 9. Let 
n=n,.- . ns and t, = n/n,. Let C, = Q,$,,), a = 1,. . . ,s, be s block cyclic 
matrices with blocks in Rg. Then 
Finally, we will show that how to find the block triangulation of group 
matrices over the splitting field of h ICI - 1 of characteristic p, where p is a 
prime. This result can be used to express the determinants of group matrices 
in terms of entries of the first row and roots of AIGl - 1. 
The study of circulants has a very long history in the theory of matrices 
of determinants [7, pp. 401-4121. Group matrices and related topics has 
been studied by many authors, e.g. Ore [9], Silva [lo], Chao [2], 0. Taussky 
[ll], Wang [13]. Resultants and their applications have been studied by 
Bamett [l], Hartwig [3], and others. The evaluation of the determinant of a 
group matrix has been used frequently in statistical mechanics [S]. 
2. A PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2 
This will be proved by induction on s. The case s = 1 is well known and is 
very easy to check. Assume that the theorem has been proved for any block 
(s-1)-cyclic matrices. Let X be a block s-cyclic matrix, with first row 
LX,, . . . , X,-J, Xi E Iw,, with block orders n,, a = 1,. . .,s. Then X is block 
cyclic with first row [Y. ,..., Y,,_,], where Yi,, i,=O ,..., n,-1, are block 
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(s - l)-cyclic with first row ( Xi,n,, .“,~, ,). By the induction hypothesis, 
where i=i,+*** +i,n,...n,_,, and 
x= 2 qp3Yis. 
i, =0 
It follows that 
where i = i, + 
Theorem 1.2. 
+ip,---?I_, as in (*), This completes the proof of 
3. BLOCK s-CYCLIC MATRICES 
In this section we will prove some results on block s-cyclic matrices. 
THEOREM 3.1. Zf X and Y are block s-cyclic with some block orders, 
then so are aX + bY and XY where a, b E R. 
Proof. This can be proved easily by induction on the number of layers. 
H 
THEOREM 3.2. Zf X is block s-cyclic with h x h blocks and Y is block 
t-cyclic with k x k blocks, then X G3 Y is permutation similar to a block 
(s + t)-cyclic matrix with hk x hk blocks. 
Proof. This is an easy application of Theorem 1.2. We leave the details 
to the reader. rp 
COROLLARY 3.3. Zf & are block s,-cyclic, for i = 1,. . . ,m, then @y_“-,Xi i-s 
permutation similar to a block (Xy_-,si)-cyclic matrix. In particular, if X, are 
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block cyclic fbr i = 1,. . . ,m, then @y_ IXi 
m-cyclic matrix. 
Proof. This is routine by induction on 
Similarly, we can prove the following 
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is permutation similar to a block 
m. n 
THEOREM 3.4. If Xi are s,-cyclic for i=l,.. .,m- 1 and X,,, is block 
s,,,-cyclic, then @yC”=,Xi s block (Z~=is,)-cyclic. 
REMARK 3.5. In general, s-cyclic matrices are not equivalent to the 
Kronecker product of cyclic matrices, as is shown by the example 
for cyclic matrices C, and C,. 
4. RESULTANTS 
First, let us recall a result on resultants from McCoy’s book [5]. 
THEOREM 4.1 [5]. Let f(X) ER [A], and let L E R, such that g(h) = 
JAI-L1ER[X]. Then 
Now we consider p(X) E R,[h]. Here we write p(A) = A, + AA, 
+. . . +A”-’ A,,_l, because in this way, p@,,) is a block cyclic matrix with 
first row [A,, . . . , A,_,]. However, we point out that Zl,ia’@A, is permuta- 
tion similar to Zy;,‘Ai@Q2’. 
The next theorem is a generalization of Theorem 4.1 to Iw,[A], 
THEOREM 4.2 [5]. Zf f(X)=IA,+A,h+.-- +A,_,A"-'1 and LER, 
such that b(X) = [AZ* - LI, then 
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Proof. By a theorem of Ingraham [4, p. 1351, 
1 f(L)/ = (I@A,+ . . . + L”-‘@‘A,_,]. 
By Theorem 4.1, 
We would like to point out that we do not require the Aj’s to be 
commutative as we did in an early version of this paper [14]. The following 
corollary is a generalization of Theorem 1.1 in the introduction. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let A be block cyclic with first row [A,, . . . An-J. If 
P(h)=A,+hA,+e.. +X”-lA,_l, then ]A]=R(]P(h)],h”--1). 
Proof. This follows at once from Theorem 4.2 and the fact that P(0,) 
=A. W 





-B, -B,_, -B,,,_, ... 
men IW)I = W’NL IQ(U). 
Zk 
-4 
Proof. This follows immediately from an observation in [l] that IXZ- LI 
= I Q(h)] and Theorem 4.2 W 
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COROLLARY 4.5, Let P(A) = A, + hA, + * 1 . + A”A, E Rh[A], Q(x) = B, 
+ * * * +XmBm E W,[X]. Let 
@IPI, IQ\) =det 
AI, . . . ti, 
6 
. . . 0 &I 
where Ai = Ik63Ai and I$= Bi@ I,,. 
If&=& then ~(I~I~IQI~=~~l~I~IQl~~ 
Proof. ,Let L be defined as in Corollary 4.4,: Then the arguments in [l] 
show that R((P(,(Q()=(P(L)(. By Corokuy 4.4, R((P(,(Ql)=R((Pl,IQl). I 
REMARK. In [l], 
. . , S, let 






=Ip,-,(O,+,,a+,,...,h,,l (by Corollary 4.3) 
=IP,-,-l(A,+,,...,A,)l. 
It follows by induction that 9RS = lP,,l = (XI. By Definition 1.3, we have 
IXI=tR(JP(X, ..., h,)lJq-l,..., x:-l). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.4. 
RE~~ARK. In fact, from the general theory of resultants of a system of 
polynomials, ?R(IP(,X;l-l,..., XS$ - 1) does not depend on the order of 
h?l-l,...,&%-1. 
6. A PROOF OF THEOREM 1.5 
The following property of resultants is well known [12]. 
LEMMA 6.1. For fi(~).fi(~),&) E R[x], 
Nfmi2NgN) =R(f,(X),g(h))R(f,(h),g(A)). 
Proof. Let @f(A), g(A)) and R”(f(X”),g(h”)) be the matrices of 
R(f(A),g(A)) and R(f(Xm),g(hm)), respectively. It is not difficult to see that 
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It follows that 
B(f(Xrn)g(Xrn)) = [ B(f(V&))]“. n 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 1.5: by a well-known property of 
determinant of Kronecker products, 
= al, R(]Q,(A)],A”- 1)” (by Corollary 4.3) 
= a&, R(IQ,(h”)],X”S- 1) (by Lemma 6.2) 
(by Lemma 6.1.) 
We remark that, in general, the s-iterated resultant of a block s-cyclic 
matrix cannot be reduced to the usual resultant. 
7. BLOCK TRIANGULATION OF GROUP MATRICES OVER FINITE 
FIELDS 
It is well known that any group matrix is diagonalizable over C. We refer 
to [ 131 for a proof. The essential ingredient of the proof is that M&M -I = 
diag(l,w,. . .,ukml), where w= e2ni/k and M = [w ‘f]. However, this is no 
longer true for Qk over a finite field of characteristic p if (k,p)# 1. In the 
following we use L to denote similar equivalence. 
PROPOSITION 7.1. If ( p, k) # 1, then 52, is not similar equivalent to any 
diagonal matrix over any finite field K of characteristic p. 
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Proof. Suppose that 
n,L dag( 4,. . . , d,) with d,eK. 
Since Qi=Z, d/=1 for all i. Let k=hp”, (h,p)=l. Since Xk-l=(Xh-l)p” 
(mod p), we have dih E 1 (mod p). This implies that [diag(d,, . . . , dk)lh = 1. But 
9: = 1. This is impossible, since 0 <h <k. Hence 9, is not similar equivalent 
to any diagonal matrix over K. n 
In this section, we will study the block triangulation of group matrices 
over the splitting field K of h” - 1 of characteristic p where n = (G 1. As we 
have already pointed out, different orderings of group elements correspond 
to block permutations. Hence, without loss of generality, we may assume 
that G=(@L_,qm)@(@“,= ,+iZ,,J, where p,, are powers of p and (m,,p) = 
1. Then n=p”m where p”=p,***p,, m=m,+,~~~m,. Any group matrix X 
of G is of the form 
where (ii,..., i,) is the lexicographical order of i. 
Let U, be a primitive m,th root of 1 in k. Since (m,,p)= 1, A”‘-- 1 has 
exactly ma distinct roots l,u,, . . . , u,“-. This implies 
#$_ diag(l,u: ,..., u$mQ-l)), 
and a& has m, linear independent eigenvectors 
corresponding to u:“, 0 <i,, /, <m, - 1. 
On the other hand, since pa is a power of p, C12, is not diagonalizable, by 
Proposition 7.1. Let Nk=Z+[S/+l]l<i,i<k, where 6;=0 if i#i and S/=1. 
PROPOSITION 7.2. Q2, ~N,overKifandonlyifkisapou~ofp. 
Proof. We say that two matrices A, B are equivalent, denoted by 2, if 
there exist invertable matrices P, Q such that A = PBQ. It is an elementary 
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exercise of linear algebra to show that over K [A], 
0 





XI-Q,L *. 1 
-0 Xk-l_ 
By a theorem in [8, p. 451, Clk L Nk if and only if AI- Ok2 AZ- Nk over 
K[X]; and AI-Qk ~AZ-NkifandonlyifXk-l=(h-l)kinK.ButAk-l= 
(A’ - l)k in K if and only if k is a power of p, since charK = p. This proves 
our proposition. W 




u$(ma-l)) =diag( . . . . .i+I 2~2” ,... )i_O ,,, m_-l. 
, I 
Now the following result is immediate. 
THEOREM 7.3. Let X be a group matrix for 
over K, Where p, are powers of p and (m,, p) = 1 with f&t TOW (x,,, . . . , x,,_ &. 
Let u, be a primitive m, th root of 1 in K. Let n = p“m, (m,p) = 1. Then: 
(1) 
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(2) For O<j<m-1, Z~;~(F~=,+,u~~)q is un eigenualue of X and 
z;,,‘(@:T:f,)@@” a_t+iuL,b) is a corresponding eigenvector, where 
f, = (1,. . . , 1) and ui~,i~=(l,U~~,...,Uhicma-l)), 
Here &,j, are the lexicographical orderings of i and j respectively. 
We remark that (1,. . . , 1) is the only eigenvector of SIPa corresponding to 
the only eigenvahie 1. 
REMARK. The reader is invited to give a different proof of Theorem 
7.3(l) by using Theorem 1.4 and properties of resultants. 
We would like to point out that each of above methods has the inherent 
shortcoming that it goes outside the ground fields. It would be interesting to 
know if there are any other expressions for (I’@,)( besides IP( = 
R(P(X),X” - 1) that do not go outside the ground field. 
The author would like to thank Professor R. E. Hartwig fm the valuable 
suggestions and camnents on the early versions of this paper. 
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